
2nd Grade Scope & Sequence 

Unit 1 Week 1-5:  Dynamics- identify loud and soft.   Tone Color-  environmental sounds and 
sounds of instruments.   Tempo-  identify fast and slow.   Rhythm-  beat vs. rhythm, 2/4 
meter, quarter & eighth notes, quarter rests, same & different rhythms. Pitch-  identify high 
& low,  identify mi,so,la, practice inner hearing, use sol-fedge hand signals.   Texture-  
melody& accompaniment.   Form- identify same and different sections, identify & sing verse-
refrain songs (AB form).   Style- descriptive and impressionistic music, folk & patriotic music. 

Unit2 Week 6-8:  Dynamics-  crescendo& decrescendo and their signs. Tone Color- families of 
classroom instruments. Tempo-  identify tempo changes.  Rhythm-  6/8 time.  Pitch-  identify 
re and sol-fedge hand signal.  Texture- two part cannon, melody with simple accompaniment, 
ostinato patterns. Form-  define form in music, ABA (sonota-allegro form).  Style- mood 
created with musical elements. 

Unit 3 Week 9-12:  Dynamics- review. Tone Color-  make and compare homemade instruments, 
solo orchestral instruments.  Tempo-  review.   Rhythm-  galloping or dotted rhythms in 6/8 
meter.  Pitch-  review.   Texture-  review.  Form-  cumulative song, multi-verse song, echo.  
Style-  country music, native American music. 

Unit 4  Week 13-16:  Dynamics-  review.  Tone Color-  high pitched instruments.   Tempo-  
review. Rhythm-  beat& strong beat, half notes, dotted half notes, learn two quarter notes 
equal one half note.  Pitch-  high, middle and low pitch, octave leap.  Texture-  body 
percussion for accompaniment.  Form-  review.   Style-  Romantic era, holiday music including 
international Christmas, Hanukah and Kwanza.   

Unit5  Week 17-21:  Dynamics- accent marks.   Tone Color-discover descriptive qualities of 
classroom instruments.   Tempo-  review.  Rhythm-  learn that three quarter notes equal one 
dotted half note, identify ties and bar lines, 3/4 meter.  Pitch-do re mi so la and high do with 
sol-fedge hand signals.  Texture-  review.   Form-   identify coda.  Style-  gospel and American 
folk songs. 

Unit 6 Week 22-24:  Dynamics-  review.  Tone Color-  four orchestra families of instruments.   
Tempo-  review.   Rhythm-  fermata, identify two eighth notes equal one quarter note, three 
eighth notes equal one dotted quarter note.   Pitch-  review.  Texture-  review.  Form-  
identify phrases.  Style- review. 

Unit 7  Week25-30:  Dynamics-  forte f  and piano p.  Tone Color- brass instruments. Tempo- 
respond to tempo changes with movement.  Rhythm-  beamed and separate eighth notes.  
Pitch-  review.  Texture-  review.  Form- rondo form. Style-  folk songs. 

Unit 8 Week 31-37:  Dynamics-  review.  Tone Color- different types of voices. Tempo-  review.   
Rhythm-  review.  Pitch-  upward& downward movement.  Texture-  review.  Form-  review.  
Style-  baroque era.   
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